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Captured by a Gentleman is the 6th book in USA Today bestselling author, Carole Mortimerâ€™s,

bestseller and highly acclaimed Regency Unlaced Series.Authorâ€™s Note: The stories in the

Regency Unlaced, Knight Security, and Alpha Series, have stronger sexual content and language

than my other books.An unhappy marriage, to an adulterous wife, has left widower Mr. Ranulf

Montgomery immune to the wiles of women. He certainly has no time, or sympathy, when the young

and beautiful Miss Darcy Ambridge, is found hiding in his carriage, as he makes the long journey

from London back to his home in Scotland.Darcy Ambridge acts out of desperation when she

decides to throw herself on the mercy of Ranulf Montgomery. Convincing that hard and cynical

gentleman of her dire circumstances seems impossible, however. Can Darcy break through the

hard shell that now surrounds Ranulfâ€™s emotions, and find the warm gentleman she once found

so intriguing? Or will Ranulf simply abandon her to the attentions of the lecherous gentleman

determined to bed her?As desire rages out of control between the two of them, Ranulf dearly wishes

to rid himself of Darcyâ€™s company. Something he knows he cannot do, in all conscience, until he

finds the culprit of the series of â€˜accidentsâ€™ now threatening to injure or kill both of them.Who

could possibly want to see one or both of them dead? The unscrupulous gentleman Darcy is

running away from? Or perhaps someone from Ranulfâ€™s past, set on revenge?Other books by

Carole MortimerRegency Unlaced Series:The Dukeâ€™s Mistress (Regency Unlaced 1)Claimed by

the Marquis (Regency Unlaced 2)Taken by the Earl (Regency Unlaced 3)Pursued by the Viscount

(Regency Unlaced 4)Desired by a Lord (Regency Unlaced 5)Captured by a Gentleman (Regency

Unlaced 6) More books to come in this series.Contemporary Knight Security Series â€“ spin-off to

Alpha Series:Resisting Alexandre (Knight Security 0.5)Defying Asher (Knight Security 1)Challenging

Gabriel (Knight Security 2)Caleb (Knight Security 3) Coming soon.More books to come in this

series.Contemporary Alpha Series:Christmas Alpha (Alpha 1)Dark Alpha (Alpha 2)Shadow Alpha

(Alpha 3) Authorâ€™s 200th BookMidnight Alpha (Alpha 4)Renegade Alpha (Alpha 5)Warrior Alpha

(Alpha 6)Rogue Alpha (Alpha 7)Savage Alpha (Alpha 8)Series is now complete.Carole Mortimer

has written over 215 books, in contemporary and Regency romance, and is the Recipient of the

prestigious 2015 Romance Writers of Americaâ€™s Lifetime Achievement Award. She is an

Entertainment Weekly Top 10 Romance Authorâ€”ever. 2014 Romantic Times Pioneer of Romance

author. Was recognized by Queen Elizabeth II in 2012, for her â€œoutstanding service to

literatureâ€•.
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FINAL DECISION: This is one of the better stories in a somewhat uneven series. The story between

Darcy and Ranulf is hot and well constructed for its novella length. I liked the characters, the

conflicts and the romance between the main characters.THE STORY: Ranulf Montgomery will never

be vulnerable to a woman again after his experience with his adulterous wife. Now a widower,

Ranulf does not intend to fall victim again. Then Ranulf discovers his deceased wife's cousin hiding

in his traveling coach. Darcy Ambridge desperately needs Ranulf's help to avoid the lecherous

advances of her uncle. While Ranulf does not want to help, he cannot consider allowing Darcy to be

abused. As they travel, the passion between them flares out of control at the same time someone

seems determined to murder Ranulf.OPINION: This is a fast read novella. The story doesn't feel

particularly historical in many ways, but I liked the characters and the connection between them was

hot and intense. Ranulf is a damaged man who has remade himself after his wife's deception. I like

how he treats Darcy with respect almost from the beginning despite his concerns and fears. While

the connection goes too quick for a full-length novel, in this shorter version, the pacing went well,

the characters were sufficient for the length. I enjoyed this book and think that it pairs well with the

book which introduced Ranulf.I recommend those who are willing to accept a quick read book that



doesn't always feel historically accurate but contains a fun story with likeable characters.WORTH

MENTIONING: This is a novella length story.CONNECTED BOOKS: CAPTURED BY THE

GENTLEMAN is book 6 in the Regency Unlaced series. It can be read as a standalone although it is

can be read as a sequel to TAKEN BY THE EARL (book 3).STAR RATING: I give this novella 4.5

stars.

Ranulf had a unhappy marriage so he wanted only one night stands no more falling in love for him.

He also had been having a lot of unexplained accidents happening to him. He meets Darcy who

was his late wife's cousin and thinks she is the villain at first. Will she be the one who finally melts

his frozen heart. They will also have to find the villain or will be no future for both of them.This book

has a lot of sexual situations so if not your thing don't read. I am not into the spanking though it was

not over done. I was in the medical field so so much abuse. If spanking and control is so wonderful

why do they not turn the other check and receive it too.

at least, it showed how Darcy was "captured by the gentleman", and one can continue reading for

the plot, as you know the sizzling romance will continue to usurp every few pages. i see this

difference between the writings of Carole Mortimer, compared to Jess Michels.
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